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The Official Photodex Guide to ProShowCourse Technology PTR, 2008
With the amazing, easy-to-use features of ProShow, you can create polished multimedia productions that sizzle! Presentations are a growing part of everyday life, from the conference room to the living room, and today’s viewers want presentations that pop. "The Official Photodex® Guide to ProShow®" is the solution. A...
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Maximum MIDI : Music Applications in C++Manning Publications, 1997
The seed for this book was planted in 1993. I found myself frustrated by the obstinate, poorly documented, and woefully inadequate MIDI functions available to me as a Windows programmer. So, I set out to write a set of routines that would allow me to write music applications without sweating the MIDI details.

This seemed like a...
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Looking Back and Going Forward in ITISTE Publishing Company, 2008
As dawn broke over the 21st century, Information Technology officially celebrated its golden anniversary … it might be thought that the 50 year-mark would go hand-in-hand with the age of reason, but nothing could be further from the truth. In the extended family of innovation, IT is still the rebellious teenager: immature, incomplete and...
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The Animator's Survival Kit, Expanded Edition: A Manual of Methods, Principles and Formulas for Classical, Computer, Games, Stop Motion and Internet AnimatorsFaber & Faber, 2009

	The definitive book on animation, from the Academy Award-winning animator behind Who Framed Roger Rabbit?

	

	Animation is one of the hottest areas of filmmaking today--and the master animator who bridges the old generation and the new is Richard Williams. During his fifty years in the business, Williams has been...
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Handbook of Algorithms for Physical Design AutomationAuerbach Publications, 2008
Handbook of Algorithms for Physical Design Automation provides a detailed overview of VLSI physical design automation, with a particular emphasis on state-of-the-art techniques, trends, and improvement that have emerged over the last decade. After a brief introduction to the modern physical design problem, basic algorithmic...
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Emerging Research in Electronics, Computer Science and Technology: Proceedings of International Conference, ICERECT 2012 (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering)Springer, 2013

	PES College of Engineering is organizing an International Conference on Emerging Research in Electronics, Computer Science and Technology (ICERECT-12) in Mandya and merging the event with Golden Jubilee of the Institute. The Proceedings of the Conference presents high quality, peer reviewed articles from the field of Electronics, Computer...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Amazing SexAlpha, 1999
You're no idiot, of course!  You know there's more to sex than the missionary position, that oral sex doesn't mean talking about sex, and that safe sex doesn't mean doing it in a bank vault. But when it comes to having a truly amazing sexual encounter, you feel like there's just no sizzle in your sex life.  You can make things hot!  The Complete...
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Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c Command-Line InterfaceApress, 2014

	Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c Command-Line Interface shows how to use Enterprise Manager’s powerful scripting language to automate your database administration work and save time by scripting routine tasks, and then executing those scripts across collections of databases and instances in your environment. This book is chock...
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Advanced Negotiation TechniquesApress, 2015

	Advanced Negotiation Techniques provides a wealth of material in a winning combination of practical experience and good research to give you a series of tools, techniques, and real-life examples to help you achieve your negotiation...
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IT Portfolio Management: Unlocking the Business Value of TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
This book provides a pragmatic, step-by-step road map, describing IT portfolio
management and its major elements. Chapter 1 provides an overview of IT
portfolio management. Chapter 2 describes the planning aspects of IT portfolio
management. It explains the IT portfolio management maturity model and the
key people, process, and...
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Windows XP for Dummies Quick ReferenceFor Dummies, 2004
Covers the latest Windows XP updates including Service Pack 2
Windows XP essentials at your fingertips!     

If you like your answers quick and your information up-to-date, look no further. With this concise, superbly organized reference, you'll get the latest information on Windows XP, including the hot new updates in Service Pack 2....
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Operations Excellence: Smart Solutions for Business Success (International Management Knowledge)Palgrave Macmillan, 2008

	
		
			Achieving operative excellence is an important endeavor for all companies –
		
			it is the golden path that leads to increased value over the long term.
		


		
			By applying operative levers systematically and managing them
		
			correctly, companies are doing everything in their power to ensure that...
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